Abstract. The immune function of granulocytes, monocytes, lymphocytes, and other specialized cells depends upon intercellular adhesion. In many cases the molecules mediating leukocyte cell adhesion belong to the Leu-CAM superfamily of adhesive molecules. To elucidate the events of homotypic aggregation in a quantitative fashion, we have examined the aggregation of neutrophils stimulated with formyl peptides, where aggregate formation is a transient reversible cell function. We have mathematically modeled the kinetics of aggregation using a linear model based on particle geometry and rates of aggregate formation and breakup. The time course was modeled as a threephase process, each phase with distinct rate constants. Aggregate formation was measured on the flow cytometer; singlets and larger particles were distinguished using the intravital stain LDS-751. Aggregation proceeded rapidly after stimulation with formyl peptide (CHO-nle-leu-phe-nle-tyr-lys). The first phase lasted 30-60 s; this was modeled with the largest aggregation rate and smallest rate of disaggregation. Aggregate formation plateaued during the second phase which lasted up to 2.5 min. This phase was modeled with an aggregation rate nearly an order of magnitude less than that of the initial fast phase, whereas the disaggregation rate for this phase did not change significantly. A third phase where disaggregation predominated, lasted the remaining 2-3 min and was modeled with a four to fivefold increase of the disaggregation rate. The mechanism of cell-cell adhesion in the plateau phase was probed with the monoclonal antibody IB4 to the CD18 subunit of the adhesive receptor CR3. Based on these studies it appears that new aggregates do not form to a large degree after the first phase of aggregate formation is complete. However, new adhesive contact sites may form within the contact region of these adherent cells to keep the aggregates together.
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Homotypic aggregation of neutrophils has been shown to depend upon activation of the complement receptor type 3 (CR3) (Arnout et al., 1985) . Neutrophil aggregation in response to a variety of stimuli is blocked in a dose-dependent fashion with MoAB 60.3 to the CD18 epitope (Schwartz et al., 1985) . Antibodies that bind to CDllb (alpha) or CDI8 (common beta) subunits of CR3 in addition have an inhibitory effect on granulocyte migration (Dana et al., 1986) , phagocytosis of unopsonized particles (Klebanoff et al., 1985) , and neutrophil-mediated endothelial cell injury (Diener et al., 1985) . Neutrophil accumulation in the vasculature and migration to the site of tissue insult may be mediated in part by cell-ceU adhesion contributed by CR3 (Bowen et al., 1982; Luscinkas et al., 1989) . Neutrophils are the most numerous of the while blood cells and when stimulated to aggregate intravascularly can contribute in a fundamental way to inflammation and ischemic syndromes which result in tissue injury (Jacob and Hammerschmidt, 1981) .
Chemotactic peptide stimulation of neutrophils induces transient aggregation both in vivo (Schmid-Schoenbein et al., 1987) , and in stirred cell suspensions (Yuli and Snyderman, 1984; Sklar et al., 1985) . Many studies have shown that neutrophil aggregation in response to formyl peptide stimulation depends upon the type of stimulus, the cell density, and the level of degranulation. The kinetics of the aggregation/disaggregation time course is dependent upon the dose and duration of the stimulation. Our studies show the extent of aggregation to be nonlinear; i.e., doubling the cell concentration above the normal physiological range of cells/ml more than doubles the extent of aggregation, particularly increasing the number of large, but nonetheless reversible, aggregates. Reversible aggregation implies that the biochemical events that lead to aggregation are transient or reversible. We observed previously that several other transient cell responses, (O2-, actin polymerization, and cell shape change) and a cell signal (Ca ++) depend upon new receptor occupancy (Sklar et al., 1985) . These responses decay rapidly when receptor binding is inhibited.
Until now, light transmittance as measured by aggregometry has been the primary method of quantitating aggregation. Whereas aggregometry provides a gross measure of the increase in larger aggregates, flow cytometry may be used to analyze the precise size, time course, and distribution of particle size (Sklar et al., 1985) . We have developed methodology that enables delineation of particles ranging from singlets and doublets upto quintets on the flow cytometer using a new vital stain LDS-751 (Terstappen et al., 1988) . A good correlation has been found between aggregate geometry as measured on the light microscope and the flow cytometer (Rochon, Y. P., and M. Frojmovic, manuscript in preparation).
To define the quantitative aspects of aggregation we have developed a linear aggregation model describing the kinetics of cell interaction. The shifting of the prestimulation equilibrium from singlets to doublets and larger aggregates follows first order kinetics, with the interaction of all particles defined by aggregation and disaggregation rate constants. These rate constants are obtained by analysis of experimental observations of the kinetics of aggregate formation and breakup. By using the flow cytometric techniques, we can characterize these reactions with respect to aggregate size, lifetime, and rates of formation and breakup. A number of publications describing reversible and irreversible models of linear aggregation in other cell types have already appeared (Chang and Robertson, 1976; Bell, 1978 Bell, , 1981 Capo et al., 1982) . However, none of the current studies have quantitatively analyzed the kinetics of neutrophil aggregation in terms of the effect of cell concentration, duration of cell activation, or the mechanism of aggregation at the level of the adhesive receptors.
Materials and Methods

Neutrophils
Human neutrophils were purified from fresh blood by the elutriation procedure which yielded cells of >95% purity (Tolley et al., 1987) . Cells were washed in a modified C-eys buffer (10 raM KC1, 110 mM NaC1, 10 mM glucose, 1 mM MgCl2, and 30 mM Hepes, pH 7.45) to which 1.5 mM Ca "~+ was added. Cells were then placed in buffer depleted of calcium and kept on ice. Neutrophils were suspended at physiologic concentrations (5 × 10~-107/ml) in 37°C buffer and turbulently stirred with a small magnet (500 rpm) in cytometry test tubes (12 × 75 ram; Falcon Tubes; Becton, Dickinson, & Co., Lincoln Park, NJ; sample volume 0.5 ml). Optimum neutrophil aggregation was produced within a range of stir speeds between 400 and 700 rpm, which were calibrated using a stroboscope on the stir apparatus. The best reproducibility of kinetic particle data was obtained at 500 rpm. Lower stir speeds failed to produce high enough encounter frequencies between the cells to attain significant aggregation. Stir speeds above 700 rpm produced shear stresses large enough to prevent attachment as well as rip apart formed aggregates.
Aggregation Measurements
Cells were incubated for 2 rain in buffer with Ca ++ (1.5 raM), stained with LDS-751 (Exciton Chemical Company Inc., Dayton, OH) as described below and then aggregation was stimulated with 100 or 1,000 nM formyl hexapeptide (Bachem BioScience Inc., Philadelphia, PA). LDS-751 is a vital nucleic acid stain that homogeneously stains cells and allows detection of aggregates that exhibit integral multiples of the singlet fluorescence channel number (Terstappen et al., 1988) . This dye is excited at 488 nm and has a peak emission at 670 nm. LDS-751 at a concentration of 0.2/~g/ml was added at 20 #1/107 cells. The cell suspensions were then incubated at 37°C for 2-3 min. Uptake of LDS-751 was found to be rapid at 37°C with a halftime of'~ 30 s and a stable fluorescence signal by 2 rain. At 4°C the uptake was much slower and the staining heterogeneous.
Monoclonal antibody IB4 to the CDI8 subunit of CR3 was provided by Dr. K. Arfors (Pharmacia Experimental Medicine, La Jolla, CA). Fab fragments were prepared and labeled with fluorescein isothiocyanate (Molecular Probes Inc., Eugene, OR). The formyl pepfide antagonist (t-boc-pheleu-phe-leu-phe) was obtained from Vega Biotechnologies, Inc. (Tucson, AZ). Formyl peptide binding to its receptor on neutrophils was inhibited by addition of 200-fold excess t-boc (2 x 10 -5 M), which binds to the formyl peptide receptor.
Detection of Neutrophil Aggregation
Aggregate formation after stimulation was measured both in real time on live cells and in fixed cell samples. A FACScan (a registered trademark of Becton Dickinson Immunocytometry Systems, San Jose, CA) flow cytometer was used for the analysis of cellular and subeellular events. For fixed cell measurements, 100-~d aliquots of cell suspension were fixed in 3 % formalin in Hepes buffer. Real-time analysis of aggregation was quantitated using four parameters on the cytometer: autofluorescence (FL2), side scatter (SSC), and forward light scatter (FSC), and LDS-751 fluorescence (FL3). In fixed cells, F-actin staining was achieved using N-(7-nitrobenz-2-oxa-l,3-diazol-4-yl)-phallacidin (Molecular Probes Inc.) as previously described (Sklar et al., 1985) and detected as FL1. Data was analyzed from rot'plots of fluorescence intensity on the horizontal axis and SSC on the vertical axis (see Fig. I and 2). Quantitation was based on the histograms where the fluorescence of individual particle populations increases linearly with particle size. Each measurement contained between 3,000 and 5,000 particles. The parameters were stored in list mode and analyzed using FACScan research software (a registered trademark of Becton Dickinson Imrnunocytometry Systems).
Binding of lB4 to Cells and Its Effect on Cell Function
Cells were incubated with FITC-IB4-Fab at a saturating concentration of 5 ~g/ml at 4°C for 30 rain. The number of antibody molecules bound per cell was computed as follows. Continuous measurements of the kinetics of IB4 binding in cell suspension was performed using the same approach as described previously for binding of fluorescent pepiides to cell surface receptors (Sklar et al., 1985) . We pointed out previously that flow cytometry intrinsically discriminates free and bound fluorescent ligand and that the background fluorescence can be obtained by preiucubating cells with excess unlabeled ligand (in this case 100-fol d excess IB4). Specific binding was ob~'~ by subtracting the total IB4 channel number from the background fluorescence. To achieve rapid equilibration of IB4 in stimulated cell suspension, IIM was added at a saturating concentration of 10 tzg/ml, after formyl peptide stimulated aggregation. The particle distribution of the stimulated neutrophils was observed on FL3 as the LDS-751 fluorescence. The content of IlM on singlet and doublet populations obtained from mean channel values of specific binding was compared with values obtained in the same populations using the LDS-751 mean channels of singlets and doublets. The number of IIM sites within the contact region of doublets was estimated from the fluorescence ratio of doublets to singlets at concentrations of 0.2-10/~g/ml of IIM. The number of sites was then computed as (2-D/S)*S, where 2 represents the ratio of staining of doublets to singlets for LDS-751, DIS represents the ratio of the mean channels for IIM staining of doublets to singlets, and S is the estimated number of sites on a singlet.
The Aggregation Model
The model is intended to account for the kinetics of aggregate formation and dissolution. The model is based on the geometry of each aggregate species and uniform aggregation and disaggregation rates. Several simplifying assttmptions are implicit in the formalism. Particles are proposed to interact as a function of the product of their concentration and relative surface area (e.g., a doublet is twice as reactive as a singlet) and thus aggregates should form with roughly equal probability for cell attachment to any given site. Since triplets and higher order aggregates can form complex shapes, the number of aggregates in a given geometry should be proportional to the available surface area. By limiting the cell concentrations, the contributions of quartets and larger aggregates are small so complex geometries are essentially negligible in the calculations. In the case of triplets, a small fraction of the aggregates are predicted to be "triangular," accounting for no more than a few percent of the cell population. Mass is conserved for the system such that the total number of cells making up the aggregates is constant with time. The cell concentrations are defined in units of P (1 physiological unit = 5 x 106 cells/ml).
Four rate parameters define the aggregation of resting and stimulated cells. These parameters are denoted as:/psgg = aggregation rate constant, resting cells;/Pass = aggregation rate constant, stimulated cells;/pdisass = disaggregation rate constant, resting cells; /poim~ = disaggregation rate constant, stimulated cells. The units for both the resting (/P,e~) and stimulated aggregation rates (/Pass) are l/P/min. The units for the disaggregation rates (krdi~ss and kSai~) are l/rain. The particle formation geometries are indicated schematically as shown below.
Particles
Geometry
Five differential equations describe a first order, linear approximation of the time rate of change of each aggregate species. The data for the model are the initial particle concentrations and the aggregation and disaggregation rates. The coefficients that accompany each particle species arise from a statistical analysis based on the aggregate geometries and the assumptions of the model as provided above. They represent the product of the number of available geometries and the fractional areas available for particle attachment. An example for the generation of the coefficients for quartets is shown in Table I. d~/dt = kSdi~ss (33/48 Pe + 7/9 Qa + T + 2D) -IPass (S) (2S + 2D + 3T + 4Qa)
The rate constants are obtained by experiment as described below. The five differential equations are numerically integrated using an iterative Euler method to solve for the concentration of each aggregate species over time. The linear model may also be adapted to include nonlinear effects such as multiple binding sites between particles, or formation of much larger aggregates. However, at physiological cell concentrations aggregates larger than pentuplets formed by multiple binding sites are not detected.
Results
Cytometric Detection of Aggregates
Neutrophil aggregates ranging from singlets to pentuplets were resolved in real time and for fixed aliquots of cells in suspension on the FACScan flow cytometer. Dotplots of right-angle light scatter plotted against the LDS-751 fluorescence emission are presented in Fig. 1 for cells fixed at intervals over the time course of stimulated aggregation (a), and cells measured in real time (b). Quantitation of the particle population for each aggregate species was obtained using analysis gates on the histograms of LDS-751 fluorescence shown above each dotplot. LDS-751 mean channel values of nonsinglets were integral multiples of the singlet values. Resolution of each aggregated species was comparable for the fixed and live cell preparations.
After the 2-min incubation with LDS-751 there were >98% singlets and few larger aggregates. Stimulation with 1/zM formyl hexapeptide was followed, within 10 s, by the formation of doublets and larger aggregates. On live cells, analysis required 10-15 s for measurement of •5,000 particles. A time interval of --5 s was required for data storage and reset of the acquisition function of the computer. The nonsinglet populations reached a maximum between 45 s and 1 min after stimulation with formyl peptide. It was confirmed that these aggregates represented all of the nonsinglet population as detected on the FL3-SSC dotplot window. At the time point of maximum aggregation the total particle concentration typically decreased by 15-20%. This was accompanied by a similar decrease in the FACScan particle detection rate and increase in the time for acquisition of a fixed number of particle events (see Table HI ). After 120 s the large particles began to disaggregate. By 300 s the disaggregation phase was complete with few doublets and triplets still remaining.
Quantitation of the particle distribution for the same cell sample as measured on the FACScan in fixed and live cell suspensions is compared in Table II . A high cell density of 5 x 107 cells/ml was stimulated with hexapeptide and measured in real time on the FACScan while aliquots were taken and fixed for subsequent cytometric quantitation. At the point of maximum aggregation the live and fixed particle distributions varied by <12% for any particle size.
To test the reliability of LDS-751 fluorescent intensity in resolving the aggregate populations, a multiparameter analysis was carried out. Shown in Fig. 2 are dot plots of cells fixed at the time point of maximum aggregation. Particles exhibiting mean channel values up to fivefold greater than singlets (i.e., pentuplets) were resolved and quantitated by gating each particle size on the histograms shown above the dotplots. Results are provided in Table HI . Side scatter vs. forward light scatter measurement for 107/ml cells are presented in Fig. 2 a. Side scatter increases proportionally with particle size. Forward scatter also increased for nonsin- The particle geometries for aggregation and disaggregation and the fraction of each configuration are shown. The product of the ge.ometry fraction with the number of sites that form quartets (Qa) yields the probability coefficient of quartet formation (+), or breakup (-) for each particle species. (Qa*: As an example hnear and nonlinear Qa are estimated to reflect 2/3 and 1/3 of the population respectively. If a single cell-cell contact is broken, the linear aggregate break is 2/3 into S+T and 1/3 into D~D. Nonlinear aggregates, which make up 1/3 of the population, break up always into S+T. The resulting disaggregation coefficient for this population of Qa is -1.) A similar analysis is employed to generate the probability coefficient for Pe which contain 3 nonlinear particle configurations each of which forms Qa by breaking a single ceU-ecll contact. Pe also disaggregate into smaller particles which accounts for the probability coefficient being <1. Since S, D, and T cannot disaggrcgate to form Qa there is no probability coefficient. Aggregation of S, D, and T yields Qa as a function of the number of sites for formation. Qa always combine with S to form Pe, therefore depleting their population.
gleLs but there was a large range and poor resolution. F-actin content per particle was measured on FL1 and plotted against side scatter in Fig. 2 b. The resolution was comparable and there was virtually no difference between analyses based on LDS-751 or F-actin content over the entire particle distribution. Cell autofluorescence as measured at a wavelength of 585 nm on FL2 was also used to distinguish singlets and larger aggregates. This parameter is sensitive to particle size Cells at a concentration of 5 x 107/ml were stimulated with 1 /~M formyl hexapeptide. Analysis was performed at the time of maximal aggregation.
and density (e.g., the intracellular granule content) and increases (shifts to the fight) during the stimulation timecourse.
Resolution of the particle distribution using cell autofluorescence was found to be most useful for fixed cell samples. A 2 % difference was found between autofluorescence and LDS-751 fluorescent detection of the number of nonsinglets. The best resolution of particle distribution was obtained with LDS-751 fuorescence in which particles up to pentuplets could be resolved (Fig. 2 d) . It should be noted that cell staining with LDS-751 does not interfere with the extent or time course of aggregation as confirmed by comparable aggregation as measured by F-actin content in the absence of LDS-751. Cells at a concentration of 2 × 107/ml were stimulale, d with 1 t~M formyl hexapeptide and the analysis performed on fixed cells at the time point of maximum aggregation. Data have units of percent particles. It was confirmed that larger aggregates did not go undetected since the particle detection rate (pdr) varied in parallel with the calculated change in particle concentration (pc) between maximum aggregation and disaggregation time points, pc = 14% + 17; pdr = 13% + 12; n = 10.
Extraction of Quantitative Aggregation Information
The time course of neutrophil aggregation as defined in Fig.  1 shows a stage of aggregate formation between 0 and 45 s, a plateau phase in which aggregates remain at fairly constant levels between 45 and 120 s, and a disaggregation phase beyond 120 s. To characterize the particle behavior, it is necessary to define rate constants in both stimulated and resting cells.
Resting Cells. The approach to defining aggregation constants is to examine the extent and time course of aggregate formation as a function of cell concentration and cell stimulation. Two approaches to characterize resting behavior were used. In the first approach, the concentration dependence of aggregate formation in unstimulated cells was evaluated. In the second approach, the transition from stimulated back to resting behavior was evaluated. The extent of aggregate formation varied with cell density in resting cells (Table IV) , with no more than 0.5% residual doublets even in very diluted cell suspensions. An apparent equilibrium constant when there are only singlets and doublets can be represented as"
Keq = [D]/[S][S] = krass/k~d~g s
The apparent equilibrium constant at the highest cell concentration was no greater than '~0.005. When corrected for residual nondisaggregating doublets (i.e., 0.4% doublets at 10 ~ cells/ml), the average Keq ,~ 0.004. An estimate of the rate of disaggregation in resting cells was obtained by examining disaggregation after the transition from activated to resting cells. We have previously shown that cells treated with formyl peptide (1 #M) returned to the inactivated state when receptor occupancy was blocked with an antagonist (Sklar et al., 1985) . In these experiments, the turnoff kinetics were reported to involve a Figure 3 . Kinetics of particle disaggregation as measured on the cytometer based on FL3 (LDS-751 fluorescence). Cells (107/ml) were stimulated (formyl hexapeptide 1 I~M) and brought to maximum aggregation before treatment with (a) t-boc-phe-leu-phe-leuphe (60 #M) or (b) 1:100 dilution into buffer containing stimulus (formyl hexapeptide, 1/~M). The particle kinetics of singlets (s), doublets (A), triplets (x), and quartets (~) was modeled with the aggregation component eliminated (maximum aggregation at t = 0) and the results shown as solid lines. period of 30 s during which cell activation signals decayed followed by accelerated disaggregation. As shown in Fig.  3 a, we present the behavior of formyl peptide stimulated cells 30 s after they were treated with the antagonist. An estimate for the unstimulated/ed~,~ was obtained by fitting the linear model to the particle data with a value of 1.1 + 0.2/ min. Since the disaggregation is limited by the transition from stimulated to resting cells, this estimate for/e~ should be viewed as a lower limit to the disaggregation rate constant of resting cells. Taken together and interpreted according to Eq. 6, the equilibrium observations on resting cells and the apparent disaggregation rates as cells return to their inactive forms imply that the rate of aggregation in resting cells is no more than 0.005/min, meaning that <1% of the ceils at physiological concentrations will stick together each minute. Disaggregation Rates in Stimulated Cells. Disaggregation rate constants were obtained by isolating disaggregation behavior from aggregation behavior under conditions where net aggregation was limited. We studied the disaggregation of already stimulated and aggregated cells that were then diluted into buffer containing stimulus so that they remain activated. The stimulated disaggregation rate was computed by fitting the particle data with the model assuming a net aggregation rate which had been effectively reduced to 0 due to the dilution of the cells. A representative dilution experiment is shown in Fig. 3 b. It is seen that stimulated cells can remain well attached for at least 180 s after dilution before the disaggregation rate becomes characteristic of nonstimulated cells. Before this increase in the disaggregation rate, cells that had been diluted from a density of 108/ml to 10~/ ml at the point of maximum aggregate formation, yielded an average value for the apparent stimulated k'd~m of 0.38 + 0.1/min (n = 24). Since there may be loss of cell activation contributing to disaggregation, the rate obtained in the dilution protocol should be viewed as an upper limit.
Aggregation Rates in Stimulated Cells. Previous studies
have shown that singlet cells are activated in a relatively uniform fashion, based on the formation of F-actin when stimulated with an optimal dose of formyl peptide. Estimates of /v, u can be obtained by fitting aggregation kinetics assuming uniform aggregation behavior with the model and using measured disaggregation rates. Stimulated aggregation rate constants were obtained by fitting the initial rate data after stimulation with the empirically measured k'di~ as shown in Fig. 4 . The aggregation kinetics were investigated as a function of cell concentration from 5 x 106 to 2 x 107 cells/ml. distinct aggregation rates as discussed below. A second phase of the time course in which new aggregate formation reached a plateau lasted from 30-200 s. In the plateau phase data was fit with an aggregation rate typical of resting cells (Table V) .
Models of Aggregation and Disaggregation. Kinetic data
on the formation of singlets, doublets, triplets, and quartets was obtained at '~10-s intervals over the entire time course of stimulated aggregation (Fig. 5 ). Three phases with distinct aggregation and disaggregation rates were used to model the kinetic particle data. The entire time course could be accounted for using the resting and stimulated disaggregation rates whose derivation is described above. The first phase lasted 50 s and was fit to the data with k~m = 0.15/P/min, /e~ = 0.2/min. It appears that a rapid transition of the aggregation rate from the resting to stimulated value is the predominant factor in modeling the particle kinetics of the first phase. As long as the stimulated disaggregation rate was small (~l/min) modeling the/~,~ was relatively insensitive to changes of/¢~s in this phase. After the first phase of the time course, formation of nonsinglets reached a plateau in which the data could be fit with a resting aggregation rate (~0.15/P/min) and a stimulated disaggregation rate (<0.4/min). This analysis was confirmed by measuring the disaggregation rate constant in both the aggregation and plateau phases. We observed that upon dilution into buffer with stimulus the disaggregation rates in either phase were within 10% and ,~1.
In the third phase of the time course disaggregation predominated. The data are consistent with a large increase in the rate of disaggregation to the resting cell level (>l/rain), and an aggregation rate also typical of that in resting cells (<0.01/P/rain).
Mechanism of Aggregation Probed with IB4. In principle the particle kinetics in the second phase could be fit with a variety of aggregation rates and disaggregation rates. To validate our interpretation of the second phase in which new aggregates are limited, we used IB4 to characterize the adhesive sites available in the aggregates. We also examined the impact of IB4 on aggregation behavior. A more detailed characterization of the behavior of the epitope for IB4 will be reported elsewhere (Chambers, J. D., S. I. Simon, and L. A. Sklar, manuscript in preparation). We have confirmed that preincubation of cells with saturating concentrations of FITC-IB4-Fab (2.5 #g/ml for 30 rain at 4°C) blocks aggregation of formyl peptide stimulated cells. The initial concentration of 98 % singlets changes little throughout the stimulatory timecourse. At saturation there are ,,o200,000 CD18 sites on the neutrophil which upregulate by no more than ,vl0%/min after stimulation.
In the untreated cell sample (Fig. 6 a) , the control aggregation time course had an initial aggregation phase that lasted 60 s and a plateau phase that lasted ,v2.5 rain. These phases were fit with typical rates. For simplicity only singlets and doublets are shown in the aggregation time courses. To investigate aggregate stability during the plateau, aggregates were diluted after 40 s 1:10 into buffer containing stimulus (Fig.  6 b) . After dilution, the aggregates exhibit kinetics qualitatively similar to that of the control, but have a slightly increased rate of disaggregation and an earlier onset of resting behavior than the control of Fig. 6 a. In contrast, IB4 (10 #g/ml) added just after maximum aggregation, had a profound effect on the particle kinetics (Fig. 6 c) . A rapid breakup to a portion of the aggregates occurred immediately after antibody addition. Moreover, the plateau phase in which the number of aggregates remained fairly constant lasted only 30 s, this was 2 rain shorter than that of the control.
The kinetics of IB4 binding to sites on singlets and doublets in this experiment are presented in Fig. 6 d. The IB4-Fab binds to CD18 such that available sites on the cells are 90% occupied within the first 30 s oflB4 addition to the stimulated cell suspension. (The binding rate constant is 3.4 × l@/M/s; after binding, adhesive sites remained occupied over the aggregation time course since the 1134 dissociation rate is 2.5 × 10-3/s; Chambers, J. D., S. I. Simon, and L. A. Sklar, manuscript in preparation). The ratio of the number of IB4-Fab binding sites on doublets and singlets was between 1.7 and 1.8, compared to the LDS-751 doublet to singlet fluorescence channel ratio of "-, 2.0. We estimate that at IB4 equilibrium (t ,x, 100 s, Fig. 6 d) , there are in the doublets no more than 10-15 % or between 65,000 and 97,000 sites in the contact region which were inaccessible to antibody binding compared to the number of sites available on the singlets.
At 70 s when IB4 was 90% bound to singlets and doublets, there was a transition from the plateau to an enhanced dis- aggregation phase. An interpretation of the impact of the molecular manipulation on the macroscopic aggregation behavior is required. An argument will be developed in the Discussion that individual adhesive bonds are breaking and forming in the contact region during cell-cell contact.
Discussion
Kinetic Analysis of Aggregation
Neutrophi!s in a well-stirred suspension stimulated with formyl peptideundergo reversible aggregation. A method by which the kinetics of aggregate formation is measured on the flow cytometer both on live cells and on fixed cells is described. Kinetics of formyl peptide stimulated aggregation in real time was achieved with a temporal resolution of 5-10 s between sequential cytometric measurements. Panicles ranging from singlets to pentuplets were resolved and quantitated by LDS-751 fluorescence. LDS-751 is a vital nucleic acid stain in which fluorescence intensity increases linearly with aggregate size. A multiparameter analysis that compared panicle discrimination using F-actin content, side scatter, cell autofluorescence, and LDS-751 fluorescence yielded less than a 2 % difference between parameters in determining aggregate distribution. LDS-751 quantitation of aggregation as measured in real time on live cells and compared with cell samples fixed over the same stimulation time course showed less than a 12% difference. These latter results indicate that the live aggregates are stable in the hydrodynamics of the flow cytometer.
Models of Aggregation Kinetics
A linear model, with independent measurements of rate processes for stimulated and nonstimulated cells succeeded in fitting the distribution of singlet through pentuplets over the complex time course of stimulated aggregation and disaggregation. The primary assumption in the model is that the efficiency of adherence is proportional to particle surface area, Models without this assumption do not in our hands adequately describe the data. Further geometrical constralnts taking into account complex shapes represent refinements to the model which typically reflect a small percentage of the total cell mass of the system. Models in which nonlinear effects such as cell attachment to multiple sites on an aggregate can be formulated. Since the fraction of particles containing three or more cells is usually <7 %, the higher order computation based on a nonlinear model would vary from the linear model by no more than 1-2 %. These nonlinear considerations are nonetheless realistic for analysis of aggregation at high cell concentration or for enhanced aggregation.
Three distinct phases were used to model formyl peptide stimulated neutrophil aggregation (Table V) . Formation of nonsinglets proceeded rapidly within 10 s after stimulation and the kinetic data was fit with the largest/¢au. A transition of the/v~ was evident entering the second phase of aggregation which required a rate at least three to fourfold less than that of the initial fast phase. Stimulated rates of disaggregation did not change significantly between the first two phases as confirmed by measuring k~ai~ after cell dilution within each phase. In the third phase disaggregation predominated for the final 2-3 min of the time course. A transition from the stimulated to the unstimulated disaggregation rate was characterized by an increase of the k~, u of four to fivefold from the stimulated disaggregation rate.
Analysis of Aggregation V~thin Each Phase
Several other cell responses that occur rapidly after formyl peptide stimulation are F-actin formation (Sklar et al., 1985) and cell surface ruffling (Hoffstein et al., 1982) . The fast kinetics of particle formation during the first phase may be in part driven by a change in cell shape and surface projections. The fact that the encounter frequency increases as the third power of the cell radius supports this notion (Karino and Goldsmith, 1979) .
Based on the cell dilution experiments, it appears that the aggregates that have formed by the end of the first phase remain intact during the second phase. Thus a relatively static equilibrium exists between the singlets and aggregates rather than one in which new aggregates are continually forming and breaking. Since the intravascular encounter frequency for leukocytes can be as high as 14/cell/min in postcapillary venules (Schmid-Schoenbein et al., 1987) , the transition from a stimulated to a resting rate of aggregation at the end of the first stimulatory phase may function to limit the formation of large leukoemboli. The time frame of maximum aggregate formation by the end of the first phase ('030-60 s) is comparable to the formyl peptide induced phosphorylation profile of CD18 which peaks at 30 s and is completely reversed by 5 rain (Chatilla et al., 1989) .
When cell stimulation was arrested with the antagonist to the formyl peptide receptor, the aggregatory response decayed after a transient of "0 30 s to reveal the nonstimulated disaggregation rate. This also is consistent with the behavior of several other cell responses such as actin polymerization, Ca ~ elevation, and cell surface ruffling (Sldar et al., 1985) . These responses were found to be elicited by relatively low levels of receptor occupancy (<1,000 receptors/cell) but required the binding of a majority of the stimulatory receptors to sustain the response.
Cell Encounter Frequency and Hydrodynamics
Ceils interacting in suspension as a result of the rotation of a magnetic stir bar undergo collisions which may be described in terms of the encounter frequency. A model that estimates the encounter frequency for a suspension of platelets interacting in a simple shear flow (Karino and Goldsmith, 1979 ) was applied to neutrophils mixing in suspension. Extending the analogy to a density of 5 x 106 cells/ ml which are being stirred at 500 rpm, the theory predicts that each cell experiences approximately six collisions with adjacent cells per minute. A comparison with the resting aggregation rate (k'~g <0.005/cell/min) reveals that no more than 1 in 1,000 cells remained aggregated. After formyl peptide stimulation the aggregation rate increased to a value of 0.1-0.2/P/min suggesting an increase in the collision efficiency to roughly 1 in 10 cells remaining adhered.
Knowledge of the efficiency with which cell collisions result in aggregate formation permits an evaluation of the critical parameters such as the shear stress, cell concentration, or surface morphology in aggregate formation. It appeared that the stimulated aggregation rates remained approximately constant over a fourfold increase in cell concentration from 5 x 106 to 2 x 107 cells/ml. Since the encounter frequency may increase up to 16-fold for a 4-fold increase in cell concentration, the ability of the model to fit the data with rates of aggregation within a narrow range suggests the general form of the concentration dependent terms in the model are appropriate.
Shear rates which were achieved by the stir bar within the cytometry tubes at 500 rpm were estimated to be ~>30/s (Karino and Goldsmith, 1979) . Since the shear field within the cytometry tube is too complex for precise determination, only order of magnitude estimates can be made. In a laminar fluid stream with the shear stress given by Stokes law as r = 6~G (with buffer viscosity 7/ = 7.5 × 10 -3 dyn/s/cm -~ and shear rate G as estimated), the shear stress imposed upon the cell aggregates is approximated to be "01 dyn/cm 2. This range of values is well within that which supports neutrophil-endothelial cell adhesion (Ley et al., 1989) .
Molecular Insight into Aggregation Mechanisms
We are beginning to gain insight into the molecular mechanisms of cell-cell adhesion through a macroscopic description of aggregation. Preincubation of cells with IB4-Fab at a saturating concentration (2.5/~g/ml) completely blocked formyl peptide stimulated neutrophil aggregation. These cells expressed "0200,000 sites on their surface before peptide stimulation, and upregulated "010 % per minute over the first two phases of aggregation. When FITC-IB4-Fab is added during the time course of formyl peptide stimulation at supraoptimal concentrations (10 gg/ml), 90% of the sites were bound within ,030 s after addition (Fig. 6 d) and aggregation ceased (Fig. 6 c) .
From a functional standpoint, in control or diluted control samples relatively few new aggregates were formed during the 3 min of the plateau phase before the transition to disaggregation (Fig. 6, a and b) . In contrast, IB4-Fab addition caused an initial breakup of what appear to be weak aggregates, similar to that seen in the dilution time course. By the time IIM binding approached 90% saturation, cells began to disaggregate. Explaining these functional aspects requires an interpretation of the molecular activity in the contact region.
First, an estimate of sites in the contact region is possible. We note that LDS-751 doublets are two times as bright as singlets whereas IIM doublets are "01.75 times as bright as singlets. This result suggests that no more than 10-15% of the CD18 sites on the surface are confined to the contact region on adjacent cells where they are inaccessible to the Fab. Regardless of the quantitative interpretation, we would suggest that IB4 binds to adhesive sites as they become available within the contact region of adjacent cells. The kinetics of the enhanced disaggregation phase may therefore reflect the rate at which adhesive sites become available for binding to the IB4 Fab antibody. Since we do not know if there is a threshold value of sites for maintaining contact we hypothesize that adhesive bonds are disassembling over this time frame, a period comparable to the dephosphorylation of CD18. Under these circumstances, the average lifetime for the active CD18 population and adhesive bonds they participate in would be 30-60 s as computed from the rate of particle breakup in the disaggregation phase (0.693/kdis~g). We would hypothesize that continued occupancy of stimulatory receptors is required to sustain the existing adhesive bonds which in turn hold together the aggregates. Disaggregation ensues within 30 s of addition of formyl peptide receptor antagonist, comparable to the time lag observed for disaggregation in response to IB4 treatment. By defining the rates at which IB4 binds to new sites within the contact region during the three phases of the aggregation time course, it should ultimately be possible to establish the relationship between the number and duration of adhesive sites and their effect on the macroscopic rates of stimulated aggregation.
